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Training Classes

The next ADINA/AUI training course will be
held at ADINA R & D on May 4-5, 2000.
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A special reward we have in ADINA R & D is to see
happy customers solve their complex analysis
problems using the ADINA System.

One of the recent success stories, on how ACE
Controls engineers used ADINA to improve the
design of their Magnum shock absorber, is printed
in an article in the February issue of Design News.
In the Application Showcase section of this news-
letter, we highlight some points in this article and
let you know how you can read the article on the
web.

Windows 2000

Now that Windows 2000 has been released, some
of you have asked if the ADINA System 7.3 works
under Windows 2000. We are glad to report that
our tests show that the ADINA System installs and
works without problems with respect to Windows
2000.

ADINA System 7.4

To help our users prepare for the release of the
ADINA System 7.4, we list below the minimum
operating system (OS) level required.

Platform Minimum OS level

DEC Digital Unix 4.0 D
HP HP-UX 10.20
IBM AIX 4.2.1
SGI IRIX 6.2
SUN Solaris 2.6
PC Linux kernel 2.0.35

PC Windows 95/98, NT 4.0, 2000

Note that the ADINA Modeler (ADINA-M) is not
available on the Linux platform.

In the last newsletter (December 1999), we de-
scribed some of the valuable new features in the
ADINA System 7.4. Additional new features are
discussed in this newsletter.

Figure 1: Automatic Mesh Gradation
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Automatic Mesh Gradation

An important improvement in our automatic mesh
generation is the automatic mesh gradation fea-
ture. Figure 1 shows a comparison between two
meshes � with and without the use of automatic
mesh gradation. Note that the same mesh density
is used for the generation of both meshes.

When the automatic mesh gradation option is
selected, the program detects the small element
sizes on a face and creates elements with com-
patible sizes on the opposite face to provide a
smooth transition of element sizes across. Higher
quality tetrahedral elements are thus generated.

Rigid Target Contact

A new rigid target contact algorithm is added in the
ADINA program. As the name implies, it is appli-
cable only where the target surfaces are rigid, for
example in the analysis of forming problems. For
this class of problems, this new algorithm requires
less memory and is usually more efficient than the
standard contact algorithms.

In the case of a rigid target with complex shape
(see Figure 2) requiring a mesh consisting of many
nodes, as often encountered in the automotive
industry, this method is most effective.

Potential-Based Fluid Elements

Major enhancements have been made for the
potential-based fluid elements.

� The P
0
 degree of freedom is no longer required.

� Gravity and ground motion loads can be included
in the analysis.

� Pressure loads can be applied directly on free
surfaces.

� Modal participation factors corresponding to
ground motion loads can be output for response
spectrum analysis, and harmonic and random
vibration analyses.

Figure 2: Complex Rigid Target Shape

Note that in one model, the rigid target contact
algorithm can be used together with the standard
contact algorithm as illustrated in the hemming
process simulation shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Simulation of Hemming Process
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New Graphics Output

The PC Windows version of ADINA System 7.4
supports additional graphics output.

� Animations can be saved in the popular AVI
format. An option allows the user to view the AVI
movie directly after creation.

� The graphics window can be copied (Edit >
Copy) and be pasted (Edit > Paste) into another
Windows program such as Microsoft Word.

� Snapshots can be saved in bitmap formats such
as DIB, JPEG, and PCX.

Other New Capabilities and Enhancements

� Parameter variables can be defined and then
specified in any ADINA User Interface (AUI)
command to define the model.

� In mapped meshing for volumes, surfaces and
lines, a central biasing option can be used
instead of end biasing.

� Contact and radiosity meshes can be deleted on
individual lines and surfaces.

� User can specify parameters to improve the
display of ADINA-M geometry (smoother edges).

� A low-speed compressible option is added for
fluid flow analysis.

� A more general centrifugal loading can be de-
fined for fluid flow problems, where the axis of
rotation can be in any direction and the center of
axis can move.

� Tangential or rotational velocity can be pre-
scribed on wall and fluid structure interaction
boundaries.

CAD Interfaces

The CAD connections in the ADINA System 7.4
support the following versions.

� The ADINA Modeler supports import of Parasolid
files of version 11.1 (or below). Both text and
binary format files are supported.

� TRANSOR for I-DEAS supports I-DEAS Master
Series 5, 6, 7, 7m1 and 8.

� TRANSOR for PATRAN supports MSC.Patran
8.5 and 9.0.

� The Pro/ENGINEER interface supports releases
20 and 2000i.

� The AutoCAD interface supports Mechanical
Desktop 3 and 4.

� The IGES interface supports files of version 5.0
and above.

ADINA Web Site

You can now download or view the ADINA System
Newsletter on our web site in the Support page.

We have added a new section on our web site to
show various exciting capabilities of ADINA. The
first gallery of images features our mesh genera-
tion capabilities.

Application Showcase

The Challenge:
ACE Controls engineers were told to redesign their
company�s shock absorber, improve its perfor-
mance by 50%, and constrain its size. At first, that
sounded nearly impossible to them.

The Approach:
A combination of software analysis and old-fash-
ioned brainstorming.

The Search:
�So we searched the world over to find a program
that could combine FEA with computational fluid
dynamics, and give us a complete system analy-
sis� says Mike Ferkany, engineering manager of
ACE Controls. To locate the best program, Ferkany
contacted 11 different FEA software vendors with a
test problem. Only 1 responded.
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The Result:
The new Magnum shock absorber offers up to 3.9
times the effective weight capacity and absorbs
50% more impact energy than its predecessors,
without an increase in size or cost.

To read the complete article on the web, visit our
web site and go to the News page. You can then
select the link to the article in Design News.

Upcoming ADINA Trade Shows and Seminars

May 10-11, 2000                            ADINA Seminar
K. J. Bathe, L. Tan                     München, Germany

July 17-18, 2000                                  ICCON 2000
L. Tan                               Lake Buena Vista, Florida

Please contact us for additional information.

User Hint

How do I prescribe a displacement normal to a
curved line?

The procedure for applying a prescribed displace-
ment normal to an arc as shown in Figure 4 is
given below based on the PC Windows version.

� Define an arc (line 1) with center P1 and points P2 and
P3. (Hint: To display a smooth curve, modify the line
depiction using the menu Display > Geometry / Mesh Plot
> Modify... Click on Line Depiction and change the �Max.
Angle between Line Segments� to 5.)

� Define a normal skew system using Model > Define Skew
Systems... In the dialog box, select �Normal� for �Defined
by� and specify 1 for �Name�. Click on OK.

� Apply the normal skew system to the arc using Model >
Apply Skew System... In the dialog box, select �Lines� for
�Type�. In the table input, specify 1 for �Line #� and 1 for
�Skew System #�. Then, click on Save. You will notice that
in the table, �Align with Axis �C�� is automatically set for
�Direction Normal�. Click on OK.

� Define the displacement load using Model > Loading >
Displacement... Click on Add in the dialog box. In the Add
dialog box, click on OK to accept the new displacement
number 1. Enter 1 for Z Translation. Note that Z Transla-
tion corresponds to Axis �C� in a skew coordinate system
which is normal to the line. Click on OK.

� Use Model > Loading > Apply... to open up the Apply Load
dialog box. Enter 1 for �Label #�, select �Displacement� for
�Load Type�, enter 1 for �Load #�, select �Line� for �Site
Type� and enter 1 for �Site #�. Then, click on OK.

� Click on the Load Plot icon to display the load.

Figure 4: Applying Displacement Normal to an Arc

This procedure can be used in a similar manner to
apply loads normal to a surface, edge or face.


